As parents, we know that you want to provide the best learning environment for your children and set them on the path to success. We understand that the self-guided nature of online learning may seem intimidating at first, but when your children attend a school that is fully invested in their personal successes, those successes quickly become reality.

Neshaminy School District Virtual Academy is that school.

At NSDVA, students will:
• Learn at their own pace
• Take ownership of their success
• Receive an education that is customized to their unique learning style
• Be personally supported along the way

Get to know NSDVA!
Neshaminy School District believes that all students learn in different ways and at different rates. Along with expanded curricular options that all traditional cyber programs can provide, NSDVA will have a Personal Learning Coach (PLC) involved in overseeing progress and serving as a mentor to the students. Students will meet with the PLC to address program protocols and resources available for success. Regularly scheduled optional social events within close range of the Neshaminy community will be coordinated by the PLC as a way to further engage students as members of a diverse learning community.

From courses to teachers to technology, NSDVA provides an unmatched, comprehensive program that raises the bar in online learning.

ENGAGEMENT
Through a variety of in-person events and learning opportunities, NSDVA strives to remove the distance created by the computer. And because you remain in district, students can also easily continue to participate in Neshaminy School District sports and activities.

SUPPORT
NSDVA has multiple supports in place to help students succeed in the online-learning environment, including weekly progress reports. While extra help is always available, NSDVA students learn to advocate for themselves and own their learning.

TECHNOLOGY
NSDVA is ready to provide all required technology for students with on-demand technical support.

Neshaminy School District Virtual Academy (NSDVA) can be your child’s personal solution. Our comprehensive program combines the personal attention and local perspective of Neshaminy School District with the content, tools and services available from a variety of the top, national online providers, allowing students to stay in district while offering an array of learning opportunities.

- **200+ Courses**
  - Including AP and Honors

- **30+ Teachers & Support Staff**

- **100+ Clubs & activities**
  - Offered online & in the district

- **Neshaminy diploma upon graduation**

**Curriculum**
Multiple platforms provide flexibility for different learning styles and give Neshaminy the ability to customize content. AP, Honors and Credit Recovery courses are available, as well as NCAA-approved courses.

**Personal Learning Coach**
Our PLC will work directly with students and families by providing weekly reports on work completion, monitoring the mastery of content standards and reviewing student time on task.

**Teachers**
The attention and personalization expected of classroom teachers is what you will find in the NSDVA online teaching staff. Our highly qualified, PA-certified staff are invested in your child’s success.

The Neshaminy community builds futures by empowering each child to become a productive citizen and a lifelong learner.